
22nd Sunday in Ordinary Time 

Gospel of St. Luke 14: 1,7-14 

 Ancient documents uncovered in the 1940’s in what is now Israel revealed the existence of a Jewish 

community during Jesus’ time that separated themselves from the rest of society. Living a “purist” version of 

their religion, they sought perfection through separation and rigorous application of Judaic religious law.  

The Book of Leviticus already prohibited the crippled, the blind and the lame from Temple priesthood, 

so they extended those exclusions to their very community. Their sacred meals symbolized the Messianic 

banquet at the end of time, so their morality codes explicitly excluded the “crippled, blind and poor” from 

these meals as unworthy of belonging in God’s chosen people. “Ritual purity” and “spiritual perfection” 

demanded their exclusion. 

So when Jesus tells his hosts and fellow guests at the banquet to “invite the poor, the crippled, the 

lame and the blind,” he is not giving mere table etiquette. Rather, he is aware of these religious purists of his 

time, and he finds their pursuit of “perfection” to be lacking.  

Meals with Jesus are a central focus of St. Luke’s Gospel. All of the gospel passages with meals were 

meant to shape the manner how the Church celebrates the Eucharist. The Lord’s guest list completely reverses 

the criteria established by the religious purists of his time.  

He reaches out explicitly to those considered impure and robbing the community of perfection. For 

Jesus only when these people were invited, did the church walk on paths to “ritual purity” and “spiritual 

perfection.” Only when the Church imitated his hospitality, his fellowship, and his inclusion, only then was the 

Church walking paths of perfection. 

Every religious movement has its own recipe and paths for perfection, and often many secular cultures 

and societies adopt their own standard for becoming perfect. For American culture and society, perfection is 

often summed up in one word “winning.” If we are winning or sometimes “winning’s” first cousin 

“succeeding,” we are moving to perfection.  

As Americans, we also usually value fairness and honesty. So “winning at any price” is not a central 

value, although many consumed with winning attempt to justify it. Rather, in the American ideal, “winning” or 

“succeeding” through honest and vigorous competition and putting forth your best effort moves us to 

perfection. 

This path of perfection brings with it a lot positives to our society and nation. We have the world’s 

strongest economy and the most powerful military. At the same time, this path also brings considerable 

negatives including great stress and pressure young people often experience to succeed and win beyond their 

own capacities.  

This can affect other institutions as well. In marriages, a nasty argument at times can’t end until 

someone “wins” and the other “loses.” In corporations, including the church, unless one is constantly 

receiving promotions and advancements, their work is seen as valued less. Pope Francis and Pope Benedict 

both railed against clerics that see their life as a “career” rather than a “vocation.” I can’t even begin to 

address the horrible mess our national political system is in. We’ve lost so much ground in our ability to see 

good and value in opposing viewpoints that gridlock affects every level of government. 

The American ideal is not necessarily contrary to the Lord’s path or even without points of connecting, 

but it is distinct and often lost in determining the proper goals to win or succeed. 



The Lord’s path to perfection is well exemplified with a true story from the women’s softball team at 

Roncalli Catholic Middle School in Indianapolis in 2010. “Who is Roncalli?” Giuseppe Roncalli grew up a 

peasant from a poor part of Northern Italy. Ordained a priest, he eventually became Pope St. John XXIII. The 

young women of their softball team had two consecutive perfect seasons without suffering a loss. 

As another season began, their team was expected to repeat with another perfect season. Their first 

game was scheduled against the team from Marshall Middle School in the inner city. This inner city team was 

not only a newly organized team; they were in fact a poorly organized team. Lacking adults with coaching skills 

and financial resources, this inner city team was hapless from the start.  

From an ESPN reporter came these words, “This was the first softball game in Marshall history. A 

middle school trying to move up to include grades 6 through 12, Marshall showed up to the game with five 

balls, two bats, no helmets, no sliding pads, no cleats, 16 players who'd never played before, and a coach 

who'd never even seen a game.” 

In the middle of the first inning, it became clear that the Marshall young women couldn’t get one out 

against the Roncalli team and the day would be long and humiliating for them. The Roncalli team called for a 

time out and huddled. The Roncalli women emerged from their discussions and decided to forfeit the game 

and take the loss.  

They then spent the remaining time that afternoon teaching these inner city young women 

fundamentals of softball: how to field, hit, run and throw. They taught them skills to be a team and to begin 

having confidence. Observers noted they did all this without babying or pitying the inner city young women. 

They challenged them and called forth from within them the potential they had to play softball.  

The Roncalli team tossed away another season of perfection in their opening game, but embraced a 

path of perfection coming directly from The New Testament. Using the images from St. Luke’s Gospel, they 

welcomed the Marshall young women to the banquet table of softball. They sacrificed any further places of 

honors, offering that as a gift to them. More importantly, they taught the Marshall team what it meant to be 

included, to be welcomed and the power of hospitality. Might that be the most important and longest lasting 

impact of the Roncalli team? They witnessed for us what it truly means to be “Catholic.” They were well 

formed in the faith. Because they chose to give up “winning” and “perfection” as defined in the American 

ideal, their faith actually became more pure. This is a core of a Eucharistic spirituality. 

The Roncalli young women weren’t against winning or succeeding. Two perfect seasons convince us of 

that. But for these young women that was not the highest value or the most important goal in life. Can their 

great witness of faith teach us to more deeply understand the power our faith has to transform the world 

around us? Are there other examples in Maine in families, schools, businesses, labor unions, churches and 

other institutions that reflect what those young women from Roncalli did? Are there situations where their 

example can be reflected in future choices and decisions? Such is the path the Lord Jesus calls us to. At the 

Roncalli vs. Marshall softball game, both teams were winners. Ah, perfection! 

 


